
With MicroAge Private Cloud, you can:

Protect your business by securing and backing
up your most sensitive data with a complete
disaster recovery plan.
Take full control over cloud resources and how,
where and when they are used. Innovate faster
and free up team members for digital
transformation—simplifying management of
your environment.
Save resources for maximum return—avoiding
unpredictable fluctuating cloud expenses.
Support your legal and compliance requirements
across every continent and industry.
Enjoy unsurpassed performance with an
expansive network and highly redundant
facilities backed by 99.99% uptime and hundreds
of network SLAs.
Rest assured with full support migrating your
applications, workloads and data to the cloud.

Digital transformation is only possible with scalability, security and agility in reach. And no matter what’s next for
your organization, protecting your data, keeping apps accessible online and innovating at cloud speed is

mission-critical to staying competitive in our modern business environment. Because with public and private
cloud environments available, compromising safety for speed isn’t an option anymore. MicroAge Private Cloud

offers the agility of the cloud with the security and autonomy of an unshared resource.

What's the MicroAge difference?

Let MicroAge guide your cloud strategy with more
than four decades of IT experience. Since we started
in 1976, MicroAge has empowered our clients in
reaching their technology goals across industries
and thousands of successful deployments. And
while technology has changed over the years, our
commitment hasn’t. 
 
Our experts have deep knowledge and
certifications to support you in navigating
infrastructure decisions for your business needs.
Every MicroAge team member is dedicated to our
value of getting it right for our clients the first time.

Elevate your cloud strategy now.

Learn how MicroAge can help. Contact your
Account Executive, call (800) 344-8877 or email
solutions@microage.com to get started.
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